DISPENSER USER MANUAL
MODEL WR-PXQ488A

Thank you for purchasing this auto perfume dispenser, which adopts CPU and LCD display technology, with
reliable function, accurate timing and low power. The LCD shows the working status directly which makes
it more convenient to users. The spraying interval and spraying time can be changed according to the size
of space, density of population, and air condition. It is an ideal choice for both commercial and home use.

1. Use the key attached to unlock the cover, and follow the direction in (Figure1) to open it.
2. To wall mount – as shown in (Figure3), drill 2 holes of 6mm diameter 30mm deep, and fix the hanger with the plugs and screws.
Fit the dispenser right to the hanger, and fix it with the screw (Figure4).
3. Installing the aromatic spray, fit the back of the nozzle from the spray right to the spout location, place the bottleneck to the
groove, and press the aromatic spray into position.
4. Place 2 pieces of 1.5V20R batteries (not supplied) into the base (Figure2).
5. The dispenser should be installed at a height that can not spray to people directly.

1. Functions:
a. Start and end spray time can be set randomly for each day
b. The spray interval (1 minute - 4hours) can be set randomly
c. The working days (Monday - Sunday) for the week can be set randomly
d. With power off, pressing the SPRAY button can set if the dispenser sprays or not; when setting not spray,
the clock in the display keeps running
2. When switching ON the power, the dispenser will spray once and work as default setting. Default setting: 30 minutes
spraying interval, daily working (Monday-Sunday), 24-Hour spraying time, and clock starts from 00:00.

1. DO NOT face the spout inwards
2. DO NOT place in an environment which is over 50°C
3. DO NOT use any kinds of thinner and chemical solution to clean the surface.
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